T H E S tate o f Y o u n g A m e r i c a :

K e y Fa c t s

T

he Great Recession has had a formidable impact on all Americans, intensifying the trends of
increasing economic vulnerability that developed over the past 30 years, but young people
fared especially poorly. But even before the crisis, the new generation of workers was already
falling behind. New obstacles to economic opportunity that emerged throughout the past
three decades were reinforced in the aftermath of the crisis. As a result, for young people today it is
harder to either work or educate one’s way into the middle class than it was for the generation that
preceded them.
Dēmos and Young Invincibles partnered to complete the State of Young America report, the first
comprehensive look at the economic challenges facing young adults since the Great Recession. The
databook and poll findings are available at stateofyoungamerica.org

Key Findings from the Databook
Jobs and the Economy
• Only workers with at least
a bachelor’s degree saw
earnings increase over the last
generation. Overall, young
men today earn just 90 cents
for every dollar they earned
in 1980. Young women saw
gains, with typical earnings of
$1.17 for every dollar earned
by their moms in 1980—a
positive trend driven almost
exclusively by higher levels
of education, greater career
opportunities and longer
working hours.1
• Earnings by race and ethnicity
still show wide disparities: the
median earnings for young
African Americans are 75
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percent of the earnings of whites; Latinos earn 68 percent of the median for whites.
• In the past 30 years the gender pay gap narrowed, but did not disappear. Young women earn less
than men at every level of education.
• The percentage of young adults with jobs is at its lowest point in a generation. This means more
young people than ever are not engaged in the economy, not acquiring necessary on the job
experience, not producing value for society, and not accumulating savings.
• Of those young adults who are in the labor market, 28 percent of 18-24 year olds and 16 percent
of 25-34 year-olds are underemployed.
Higher Education
• Average tuition has more than
tripled since 1980, and federal
aid has failed to keep up.2
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• The student loan default rate
rose 31 percent over just 2
years.3
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• African American students are
more likely to take out student
loans, and to graduate with
higher debt levels.

• For the first time, the amount
of total student loan debt in the
U.S. is greater than the total
amount of credit card debt.4
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U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, B&B: 09 Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study.

Health
• In just 10 years, employer-sponsored
insurance for workers ages 18-24 dropped
by 12.8 percent; and by 8.5 percent for
workers 25-34.
• Young people of color are
disproportionately likely to lack insurance;
young Latinos were by far the most likely
to be uninsured. 51.7 percent of Latinos
and 33.8 percent of African Americans
ages 24-35 were uninsured in 2009,
compared to 20.8 percent of whites the
same age.
• Recent reforms to the health care system
have begun to bring down those high
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levels, as 2.5 million young people under the age of 26 joined their parent’s plan in the last quarter
of 2010 and the first two quarters of 2011.5
Cost of Living
• More than 40 percent
of 25-34 year-old
households spend over
30 percent of their
income on rent—the
threshold commonly
used to determine
affordability.
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• Levels of credit card debt among those ages 25 to 34 rose 81 percent since 1989, to an average of
$6,255 in 2007.
Raising a Family
• Young people are starting families later, as the average age of marriage and the average age of
childbirth both increased significantly over the last 30 years.
• The labor force participation of mothers with young children rose 25 percent since 1980.
• Just 11 percent of all workers had access to paid family leave benefits.
• Center-based child care fees for two children exceeded annual median rent payments in every
state.7
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of Minnesota, 2010
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Key Findings from the Poll
• Overall, young adults express concern with the current economic situation, but hope for their
future. Almost half (48 percent) of young people think they will be worse off than their parents,
and 77 percent express some concern that the middle class is disappearing.
• Young people remain optimistic about the future, however: 77 percent of young people personally
believe they can achieve the American Dream, a belief which was held equally across race/ethnicity.
• Just over half (53 percent) of young workers have seen earnings increases over the past four years,
leaving 46 percent of the working population with stagnant or even decreasing earnings across the
period.
• Many young Americans are falling into personal debt. Forty-two percent of those under age 35
have more than $5,000 in personal debt that does not include a mortgage. Among all young
people who have seen their debt increase, school loans (42 percent), credit cards (35 percent), and
medical bills (27 percent) are the most common kinds of increased debt.
• A full 71 percent of uninsured young adults said they were uninsured because they could not
afford coverage, their employer did not offer health insurance, or they had been denied coverage
due to a pre-existing condition. This contradicts the conventional wisdom that most uninsured
young people voluntarily choose to go without insurance.
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• The continued economic slump has caused a delay in important life decisions and concerns
about future family life. Almost half (46 percent) of all young people have delayed purchasing a
home, and nearly one-third of young people have delayed moving out on their own (33 percent)
or starting a family (30 percent). A quarter has delayed getting married (25 percent). Minorities
postponed these decisions with more frequency.
• When asked what Congress’ top priorities should be, young Americans want them to focus on
jobs, education, and on ensuring that Social Security is available for their generation.

Dēmos Policy Recommendations
Young people have the highest rates of unemployment and are earning less than the previous generation in
the jobs they do hold. In order to ensure this generation and future generations can enter the middle class,
America must create jobs and also increase job quality so that more jobs are good, middle-class positions—
or, at minimum, offer a means to climb into the middle class. Suggestions for achieving this goal include:
• A temporary direct public jobs program coupled with a long-term public investment plan.
• Increasing the federal minimum wage.
• Strengthening the rights of workers to organize and collectively bargain.
The rapid rise in educational attainment during the last century contributed to the prosperity that
built the middle class. We need to improve the ability of high school graduates to afford and complete
college, and at the same time, provide alternative options for development and training for those
young people for whom going back to college is no longer an option by:
• Creating a Contract for College that better targets aid and information about aid to those who
need it most.
• Strengthening the community college system by promoting partnerships between employers and
community colleges in order to regionally tailor job training programs.
Providing the next generation with a good start in life begins with the ability of parents to spend time
with their newborns and to provide high-quality child care for their children through their infant and
toddler years. We can enable them to do so by:
• Providing paid family leave to all workers through a national trust.
• Ensuring high quality care for all children through a range of policies designed to enable parents to
find and afford high-quality child care.

Young Invincibles Campaign for Young America
Young Invincibles is proud to announce the next step in our work to expand opportunity for all young
Americans between 18 and 34. Along with dozens of our national and local partners we will soon
launch the “Campaign for Young America” to help turn the youth energy and frustration around a
lack of economic opportunity into concrete steps for change. The Campaign will engage and mobilize
young adults across the country to share their voices on how to expand opportunity for our genera-

tion, putting the ideas and activism of young adults front and center in the local, state and national
conversation. We believe it is our generation’s responsibility to not only describe the problems,
but to use all our skills, insights, passion and hard work to create the way forward. We will work
with hundreds of thousands of young adults to develop concrete solutions and a mechanism to get
involved, be heard, and make a difference at the federal, state and local level.
In early Spring 2012, we will launch the “What’s Your Solution” online application, letting thousands of young people share their economic solutions and commit to take action. We will following
by hosting the National Youth Bus Tour across the country, with dozens of youth roundtable discussions, events on campuses and off, and direct action bringing the voices of young adults to our
political leaders. In June, we will present the culmination and synthesis of the youth roundtables,
a coherent, specific agenda on federal policy—the Young American Dream Agenda—that will describe the changes hundreds of thousands of our generation demand. With youth partners around
the country, we will bring the Agenda directly to our state and national political leaders, to demand
that they do their part in making that Dream a reality.
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